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Fig. 1. OpenSense air pollution sensors that could be used in community sensing. Top left: on top of a bus; bottom
left: on top of a tram; top right: attached to a solar-powered weather station on a building; and bottom right: attached
to a smartphone.
Sensing is an important part of computational sustainability, where evidence are collected about impor-
tant environmental phenomena that are not directly observable or quantifiable by humans. One example of
such phenomena of interest is air pollution, where it was shown that exposure to air pollutants has a direct
impact to human health, and urban outdoor air pollution was estimated to have caused up to 1.3 million
deaths per year world wide [13]. As air quality sensors become smaller, more affordable and more connected,
questions arise about how they can be used to minimize population exposure to important pollutants [7]. One
of the first tasks is to ascertain a detailed, real-time map of the actual street-level pollution concentrations
within a city. Such a map would allow us to make better decisions, from avoiding prolonged exposure to
highly polluted areas, to producing health alerts to persons sensitive to high air pollution, analyzing total
population exposure, and monitoring both regular and unusual emissions. As air pollution varies in both
space and time, a single station is not sufficient to produce such a detailed map. Instead, we need a massive
deployment of such sensors over many locations, including contributions by many private individuals. Such
a community of sensors would allow us to have a far greater coverage of the spatial and temporal variations
of the air pollution.
Contrary to the traditional centralized sensing scenario where a center directly controls all the sensors
about where and when to make measurements, in a community-sensing setting, agents submit reports to a
center, and the quality of the pollution mapping is driven entirely by the utility of individual agents [1]. At
any given time, the center publishes an estimation map that may be used as a public prior for individual
agents, and later integrates the reports from the agents with an environmental model to produce a posterior
map. The center has no control of where the agents would place their sensors, the accuracy of the sensors, or
even if the agents are reporting actual measurements. Furthermore, because we are dealing with phenomena
that can only be observed by specialized sensors, the ground truth (the actual pollution levels at a particular
location and time) is difficult to verify.
Therefore, it is imperative that a mechanism is put in place that provides incentives for the agents to
report measurements accurately and truthfully, and place their sensors where they are most useful. Such
incentives can be given in two forms:
– monetary rewards that compensate agents for the effort involved in providing the measurements, and
thus directly cover the added expense of providing better data.
– reputation for accuracy that decides which sensors are allowed to contribute information. This has the
advantage that it will also exclude agents that maliciously provide wrong measurements to influence the
map.
In a more formal game theoretic setting, we define N possible pollution levels denoted as V = {v1, . . . , vN}.
At any given time and location, the center publishes a public prior for the estimated pollution level, which
is a probability distribution R, with R(v) denoting that the pollution level is v ∈ V . We assume that the
agents adopt R as their own prior expectation Pr. After having observed a measurement o ∈ V , the agents
has an updated private posterior Pro, with Pro(v) denoting the belief by the agent that the pollution level is
v ∈ V . Figure 2 illustrates an agent’s prior Pr centered at b, and the possible posterior beliefs after observing
a and c respectively.
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Fig. 2. An agent’s prior and posterior beliefs.
Rewarding agents to provide truthful reports of their private information has been studied in game
theory [11, 10, 9]. For problems such as weather prediction, where the true value eventually becomes known,
such incentives can be provided by proper scoring rules [11, 5]. They allow agents to submit a probability
distribution p(x) for the measurement values, and score these on a ground truth of the actually observed
value x¯ to compute a reward. It turns out that for proper scoring rules, reporting the posterior as accurately
as possible maximizes the payment the agent expects to get.
Example 1 (Proper Scoring Rules). Suppose that at the peak traffic hour, the pollution level (l,m, h) on a
minor arterial road of a city has the following public prior distribution: l = 0.1,m = 0.5, h = 0.4. An agent
made a measurement and recorded that the reading was m, thus has a posterior belief l = 0.1,m = 0.8, h =
0.1.
For a given report about the posterior distribution, the center evaluate it against the observed ground
truth, and pays the agent according to the quadratic scoring rules:







where b > 0
Therefore, if the ground truth was also observed to be m, the payment to the agents would be a + (2×
0.8−0.12 +0.82 +0.12)b. Hence one can work out the expected payment for submitting such a distribution as
a+b×(0.1×(2×0.1−0.12+0.82+0.12)+0.8×(2×0.8−0.12+0.82+0.12)+0.1×(2×0.1−0.12+0.82+0.12)),
which works out to be a + 0.66b. However, if the agent submits a non-truthful distribution of l = 0.1,m =
0.3, h = 0.6, it would have a lower expected payment of a + b× (0.1× (2× 0.1− 0.12 + 0.32 + 0.62) + 0.8×
(2× 0.3− 0.12 + 0.32 + 0.62) + 0.1× (2× 0.6− 0.12 + 0.32 + 0.62)) that works out to be a+ 0.15b and thus
significantly lower than for truthful reporting.
However, applying this approach to community sensing of air pollution has two additional challenges.
First, a ground truth is required to evaluate an agent’s report. Unlike previous application domains of proper
scoring rules such as weather forecasting, air pollution levels are not directly observable, and it is not possible
to place a trusted sensor directly next to an agent every time it wishes to make a measurement. Therefore,
it is no longer reasonable to assume that the ground truth would be available. Secondly, the proper scoring
rules approach requires the agent to submit its full posterior distribution. This would be problematic if the
posterior distribution cannot be succinctly described, where an agent would need to give the likelihood for
every possible pollution level. It would significantly increase the wireless communication overhead in the case
where there are many possible values, and in some other cases an agent may only wish to submit one value
instead of a full distribution.
To overcome the first problem of not accessing the ground truth, we can use the peer prediction approach
[8, 3] in this setting. The principle is to consider the reports of other agents that observed the same variable,
or at least a stochastically relevant variable, as the missing ground truth. Similar to [12], we can obtain such
a stochastically relevant value by using a pollution model together with the combined set of measurements
reported by other agents. In practice, it means that the reports of the agents are integrated with an environ-
mental model, which produces a probability distribution over possible pollution levels for any given location.
Such a model is necessary to account for the various physical processes influencing air pollution dispersion
[6]. Then for every report, the center uses the other reports from the same period to compute an unbiased
estimate as the reference report for the peer prediction. Then, a proper scoring rule can then be used for the
incentives, and truthful reporting then becomes a Nash equilibrium. That is, it is the best strategy of the
agent to report the truth if others are also reporting truthfully.
However, such a scheme would require each agent to submit even more information: a report of the
observed value, and the full posterior distribution resulting from this. What we would like is a scheme that
is minimal so that an agent only has to report its observation.
To obtain such a scheme, instead of proper scoring rules we propose an incentive scheme that we call
Peer Truth Serum, derived from [4]. First, we assume that all agents will adopt the distribution R published
by the center as their prior expectation Pr of the value that will be used to score their report, i.e. the value
predicted by the model for that point. This is a reasonable assumption as long as agents believe that the
model itself is correct.
Based on a measurement o, the agent will then update its beliefs to a distribution Pro, as shown in
Figure 2. If this update was the same for all agents, it could be reproduced by the center and the agent
would not have to report the full distribution required for applying proper scoring rules. The problems is
that in reality this update is likely to be very different for each agent: agents who strongly believe in the
accuracy of their own measurement will change the distribution more than agents who place more faith in
the model. However, it is reasonable to assume that the biggest relative increase in the probability will be







for all o′ 6= o
Based on this assumption, we propose the following incentive scheme. Once a report v is submitted, the
center uses the reports from other agents and the environmental model to produce an unbiased estimate m
as a reference report. It then rewards the agent with the following payment function considering the agent’s
report v, the reference report m, and the public prior R:
P = a + T (v,m,R)b, where
– T (v,m,R) = 1R(v) if v = m;
– T (v,m,R) = 0 otherwise.
and a, b are constants with b > 0.
Now we can show that this scheme is incentive compatible. For every pollution value o′ ∈ V , we can work
out the expected payment for reporting o′ after having observed o is:





Recall our assumption that Pro(o)Pr(o) >
Pro(o
′)
Pr(o′) for all o
′ 6= o. Thus, in the case where the agents adopt the
public prior as their own prior R = Pr, it follows that E[P (o)] > E[P (o′)] for all o′ 6= o. This means that
the expected payment is the highest when the agent honestly report the observed measurement, and hence
the scheme is incentive compatible. In this scheme, no other assumption about the agent’s posterior beliefs
is required.
In practice, there will be a budget constraint for a maximum payment (c) for every transaction. The
payment scheme can be modified to accommodate such a constraint:
P = min(a + T (v,m,R)b, c) for some constant c
In this case, the scheme is still incentive compatible, as truthful reporting still yields the maximum
expected payment when everyone else are reporting truthfully. A more detailed account of these incentive
schemes can be found in [2], where it also investigated how the mechanism behaves in a more complex setting.
In summary, we introduced mechanisms suitable for community sensing. Our mechanisms guarantee that
honest reporting is a Nash equilibrium, i.e. honest reporting of observed measurements yields the highest
expected payoff for an agent when when all other agents are reporting honestly. To our knowledge, our
mechanisms are the first incentive schemes that do not need to make strong assumptions about the agents’
belief updates, and is thus realistic for a practical setting.
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